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Trends: Dairy Sales Surge during the Holidays!

Tips: Automating Production - CheeseCrafter®  Total Quality and Production 
Software System!

The CheeseCrafter Software System allows you to automatically produce Make Sheets 
(Production Sheets), download them to a Tablet and enter data real time right by the Vat! Then 
data can be automatically transferred to a PC for further reference, trending, etc. See the link 

for more details: 

The CheeseCrafter The CheeseCrafter Total Quality and Production Software System integrates 7 inter-related 
databases to facilitate a timely, transparent overview of the cheesemaking process from start to 
finish. Let us know what your requirements are and we can make some recommendations to 
ensure actionable information is available, real-time, to ensure best practices safety and 

traceability!

http://www.pagepedersen.com/products/software/cheesecrafter-total-production-and-quality-management-software
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Beginning with the Fall holidays and continuing on through the new year, dairy products 
enjoy a surge in popularity among many consumers! Butter for baking, cheese for entertaining, 

dips, spreads, balls - the list goes on!  

Building to balance production with demand is a daunting task throughout the supply chain.  Building to balance production with demand is a daunting task throughout the supply chain.  
Food is a perishable commodity! Getting it into the hands of the consumers in good condition 
and at the right price takes herculean efforts! On the other hand, this seasonal surge in sales 
is something that those involved in cheese endeavors count upon to help balance other times of 

year when sales are slow.

TTo help balance the bottom line, greater attention to export opportunities is essential! 
According to Hoard's Dairyman, "As we transition away from the strong domestic bid, export 
business becomes the backstop for marginal loads of cheese looking for a buyer.” Looking at 
Class III milk prices, upon which the value of cheese and whey are largely determined, 

dairymen with Class III exposure need to make proper provisions to put coverage in place as 
demand dips going forward in the year and into next.


